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SIZE CHART

EUR US
34 4.5
35 5 - 5.5
36 6 - 6.5
37 7 - 7.5
38 8 - 8.5
39 9 - 9.5
40 10
41 10.5
42 11
43 12

WOMEN’S SIZE CHART

EUR US
40 7
41 8
42 9
43 9.5
44 10
45 11
46 12
47 13
48 14
Alegria by PG Lite® started with a simple idea in mind – to create a comfortable shoe with personality and brightness that invokes happiness. We bring that concept to life by designing shoes using rich supple leathers and vivid prints, and then pairing each distinctive creation with our specially-formulated patented footbed. With over two decades of experience dedicated to comfort footwear, our footbed design offers ample arch and heel support to help relieve stress on legs, hips and back from long hours on the feet. Available in casual wear, professional wear, sandals, wedges, heels and boots, there’s blissful comfort to be found in every style. Explore the many facets of happiness here. Alegria – This Is What Happy Looks Like®.

**Our Story**

**Women’s Classic Footbed**
- Patented interlocking technology secures removable footbed to outsole
- Engineered with cork, soft polyurethane & memory foam with leather cover
- Conforms to natural contours of the feet to create customized arch support
- Available in medium & wide widths in sizes 34 to 43

**Women’s Career Fashion Footbed**
This unique footbed specially designed for our Career Fashion Collection offers something not readily available in the market today – a medium and wide fit option in the same pair of wedge or heel:
- Cork, soft polyurethane and memory foam padding for added arch support
- Designed to alleviate pressure on heel & ball of foot
- Removable footbed in leather cover
- Available in medium & wide widths in sizes 35 to 42

**Men’s Classic Footbed**
- Patented interlocking technology secures the removable footbed to outsole
- Ventilation grooves to reduce heat & improve air circulation within the shoe
- Engineered with cork, soft polyurethane & memory foam with leather cover
- Long lasting arch support
- Available in medium & wide widths in sizes 40 to 48

A colorful pattern alone does not make a shoe an “Alegria.” It is our footbed - the foundation of our shoes - that makes Alegria by PG Lite® stand out from the rest. You will feel the difference in comfort and support from the minute you put on a pair, and here’s why:
Spring / Summer Sandals
Carina Collection

The Carina is one of the most popular Alegria thong sandals with leather upper hand sewn onto the signature mild rocker outsole to give some boosted height. Each pair is meticulously paired with unique hardware ornamentation for added flair. This sandal offers an adjustable upper strap so every pair can be custom fitted to its lucky wearer.

Karmen Collection

This is a traditional slide on the mild rocker bottom with two adjustable straps for a customized fit. Featuring the signature removable footbed, the Karmen is the perfect casual summer staple.
Kleo Collection

Kleo represents Alegria’s interpretation on the gladiator sandal. Leather upper hand sewn onto the mild rocker bottom, the Kleo offers three separate points of adjustability for maximum customization in fit. Selections include rich solid colors or playful patterns.

Colette Collection

The Colette is the latest slide sandal to be offered on the mild rocker bottom. This elegant sandal is a dressier take on a traditional slide, with a distinctive diagonal strap accent and jewel ornamentation.
**Valentina Collection**

The Valentina offers an alternative take on a thong sandal. The v-shaped strap provides a slimming silhouette, while the hardware ornamentation lends added interest to the sandal. Offered on the lightweight mini rocker outsole, the Valentina is the perfect mix of a thong and slide sandal.

- **New** BRONZE EASY | VAL-201
- **New** SUMMER NIGHTS | VAL-350
- **New** IRON LADY | VAL-563
- **New** BLACK BUTTER | VAL-641
- **New** PINK WAVE | VAL-645

---

**Venus Collection**

A three-buckle slide on the lightweight mini rocker bottom, the Venus is a bold, colorful sandal that stands out in the crowd. The gleaming leather upper offers three points of adjustability, and the signature removable footbed provides lasting arch support.

- **New** BRONZE GLEAM | VEN-714
- **New** PEWTER GLEAM | VEN-717
- **New** BLUE GLEAM | VEN-718
- **New** PURPLE GLEAM | VEN-724

---

**Verona Collection**

The Verona is Alegria’s basic sling-back slide that is anything but ordinary. Found on the mini rocker bottom, this versatile sandal offers three separate points of adjustability for maximum customization in fit. The Verona sandal is beautifully accentuated with contrast hand sewn stitching and classic button hardware. Many also feature hand sewn beading for added appeal.

- **New** ABALONE | VER-243
- **New** BULLSEYE | VER-387
- **New** YEEHAW BROWN | VER-574
- **New** BLACK NAPPA | VER-601
- **New** FIESTA DE NOCHE | VER-649
- **New** FIESTA DE DIA | VER-650
- **New** ANTIQUE BRASS | VER-830
- **New** ANTIQUE PEWTER | VER-834

---

**Vanessa Collection**

The Vanessa is the newest thong sandal to be offered on the slimmer, mini-rocker outsole. An adjustable buckle can be found on each pair for a great fit on a classic style.

- **New** PEWTER EASY | VAN-204
- **New** SILVER GERBER | VAN-312
- **New** LILY | VAN-320
- **New** NAVY | VAN-622
- **New** OAT | VAN-638
- **New** BLACK REPTILE | VAN-731
The Leila is Alegria’s latest wedge offering for the season. The mixed-media straps across the front are a distinctive detail unique to this wedge. Designed to better balance the weight on the balls and heels of the feet, this comfortable wedge is finished with hand painted contrast detail on the outsole.

The Lola is a thong wedge with hand painted contrast detail on the outsole. Dual points of adjustability allow this wedge to be opened completely for easy fitting and maximum customization in fit. This wedge is beautifully accented with hand sewn stitching, and comes with a slip-resistant outsole.

The Lara is a sophisticated T-strap slip-resistant wedge with two unique hardware ornaments. Dual tab closure allows the wedge to be opened fully for easy slip on and off. Hand painted contrasting outsole provides added interest.
Asha Collection

The Asha is Alegria’s latest spin on the exposed footbed styling. This beautiful slip-resistant wedge features dual adjustable straps and shimmery leather upper.

New

GOLDEN JUNGLE | ASH-542
BLACK CRACKLE | ASH-661

Olivia Collection

The Olivia is a classic three-strap wedge, embellished with three distinctive button hardware. Exposed footbed is made with soft polyurethane, cork and memory foam for superior support. The three points of adjustability offers maximum customization in fit.

New

DUSTY BLACK | OLI-631
COGNAC BURNISH | OLI-647

Essence Collection

The Essence is a lightweight leisure lace-up available in soft nappa, metallic or printed leather. Colorful slip-resistant outsole provides additional colorful pop. Outfitted with a removable footbed for superior support.

New

PEWTER EASY | ESS-204
REGAL BEAUTY | ESS-557
TOMATO | ESS-623

New

BLACK EASY | ESS-1003
BRONZE EASY | ESS-2003
The Classic clog is the original “Happy Clog” that started it all. Features leather upper hand sewn onto the mild rocker outsole with a removable footbed made with soft polyurethane, cork and memory foam for a custom fit and superior support.
The Classic Pro is the perfect companion for professionals with long shifts and demanding schedules. The lab-tested slip-resistant outsole provides assuring confidence on any surface.
A timeless style with an Alegria twist, the Paloma is the perfect shoe for any occasion. This easy-fit Mary Jane features an incredible selection of colorful leather uppers, each with its own unique ornamentation. Offered on the mild rocker outsole with a removable footbed for all day comfort and support.
The Paloma Pro is the easy-fit Mary Jane with added treatment to fit the working environment. The Professional Collection features stain-resistant leather for easy maintenance and lab-tested slip-resistant outsole for assuring confidence on any surface.
The Belle is a Mary Jane on the lightweight mini rocker outsole. This shoe offers all of the comfort found in Alegria’s mild rocker outsole but on a slimmer, lower profile. Dual adjustable straps allow for easy slip on and off. Finished with an understated button ornament.

The Bree is a classic oxford built on the lightweight mini rocker bottom. Available in earthy burnish tones and subtle embossed leather, this simple lace-up can be easily paired with any outfit.
The Pesca is Alegria’s version of the classic fisherman sandal. Features the signature removable footbed with adjustable leather upper that is hand sewn on to the mini rocker outsole.

- BRONZE EASY | PES-201
- PEWTER EASY | PES-204
- HAPPY DAYS | PES-525
- WHITE BUTTER | PES-620
- NAVY | PES-622
- TOMATO | PES-623
- ALMOND | PES-628
- MIDNIGHT BURNISH | PES-630
- TAWNY | PES-644
- COGNAC | PES-647
- BLACK MAGIC | PES-688
Professional Collection
The Alli is a fashionable fully-enclosed shoe on the mild rocker outsole. Double metallic buckles offer an eye-catching detail, while the two loop-and-hook closures make for easy slip on and off.

The Seville features hand-sewn leather upper on the mild rocker outsole and offers two styling options. The convertible swivel strap allows the shoe to be worn as an open back clog or as a sling back shoe. Tailored stitching along the toe cap provides added interest.

The Dayna is a twist on the classic Mary Jane styling, with a triangular opening detail on the strap. Loop-and-hook closure for easy slip on and off. The Professional Collection features stain-resistant leather for easy maintenance and lab-tested slip-resistant outsole for assuring confidence on any surface.
We are a proud sponsor of the National Breast Cancer Foundation Inc. ("NBCF"). For every pair of Cindi Pink Ribbon Power sold, a portion of the proceeds will be donated to NBCF to aid with the research and development in the fight against breast cancer. We believe in giving back, and we invite you to join us in the fight!

For more information, visit www.nbcf.org or www.alegriashoes.com

Marnie Aulabaugh, Breast Cancer Survivor / Alegria Supporter

The Debra is a closed heel slip-on, offered in a variety of colorful leather patterns. Complete with double elastic gores for easy slip on and off. The mild rocker outsole with a removable footbed provides all day comfort and support. The Professional Collection features stain-resistant leather for easy maintenance and lab-tested slip-resistant outsole for assuring confidence on any surface.

Cindi
Professional Collection

Alegria takes on the athletic shoe with the Cindi. The playful pattern on the leather upper makes this shoe uniquely Alegria. Outfitted with a removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.
The Kayla is a streamlined slip-on clog with a slimmer silhouette on the lightweight, flexible Career Fashion Pro outsole. This shoe offers no fuss slip on and off, with padded collar for enhanced comfort. The Professional Collection features stain-resistant leather for easy maintenance and lab-tested slip-resistant outsole for assuring confidence on any surface.
**Keli** Career Fashion Pro

The Keli is a full-coverage slip-on with a slimmer silhouette on the lightweight, flexible Career Fashion Pro outsole. Features padded collar and heel for comfortable wear throughout the day. Elastic gores along the vamp allow for easy slip on and off. Choose from printed, embossed, metallic or rich nappa leather uppers.

**Khloe** Career Fashion Pro

The Khloe is a full-coverage loafer on the slimmer Career Fashion Pro outsole. Uniquely designed with intricate hand sewn pleating on the leather upper and an oversized metallic buckle. Padded heel collar and adjustable tab closure allow for easy slip on and off.

**Taylor** Career Fashion Pro

The Taylor is Alegria’s spin on the classic penny loafer. Features timeless cap toe stitching paired with three subtle stud ornamentation. Rubber slip resistant outsole makes this shoe suitable for various working environments.
Tera Career Fashion Pro

The Tera is a simple, no frills lace-up oxford for the working professional. Constructed with beautiful rich nappa leather upper and leather lining, and completed with removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.

BLACK NAPPA | TER-601

Ella Career Fashion

The Ella is a Mary Jane wedge with a straightforward tab closure that adjusts for custom fitting. Beautifully detailed with outline stitching along the leather upper, and finished with a simple knot on the strap. Outfitted with the Career Fashion removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.

JACINTA | ELL-484
WESTERN ROMANCE | ELL-526
BLACK SPRIGS | ELL-551

Isabelle Career Fashion

The Isabelle is a beautiful spin on the mule clog. Constructed on the Career Fashion wedge for added height, this backless clog is available in hand embroidered patterns and embossed leather uppers. Wavy stitching along the toe cap provides additional interest.

BRONZE EASY | ISA-201
PEWTER EASY | ISA-204
YEEHAW BROWN | ISA-574
SALMON BURNISH | ISA-609
CREAM | ISA-610
BLACK EMBROIDERY | ISA-631
YEEHAW BLACK | ISA-691
YEEHAW RED | ISA-694

Harper Career Fashion

An elegant Mary Jane heel with a slip-resistant outsole, the Harper is finished with a simple adjustable buckle. Outfitted with the Career Fashion removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.

BLACK NAPPA | ELL-601
SADDLE | ELL-632
DESERT ESSENCE | ELL-684
GOLD SPAN SNAKE | ELL-729
ONYX SNAKE | ELL-730
ABALONE | HAR-243
BLACK BUTTER | HAR-641
RED BUTTER | HAR-644
**Hazel**

The sparkly Hazel is a spruced-up T-strap heel featuring hand sewn beading and an easy fit tab closure. Outfitted with a removable footbed to accommodate medium and wide widths for a custom fit and superior support.

**Caiti Collection**

The Caiti is a casual ankle boot on the mini rocker bottom, complete with hand sewn stitching and buckle detail. Full leather lining with adjustable strap across the vamp for easy slip on and off.

**Hannah**

The Hannah is an ankle bootie on the Career Fashion heel outsole. Ruffled leather edges add a feminine flair to this slimming bootie. Outfitted with the Career Fashion removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.

**Ever Collection**

This versatile ankle bootie features an elastic gore and inner zipper for easy slip on and off. Selections range from solid basics to wild, glimmering prints. Constructed on the Career Fashion wedge for added height, and outfitted with the Career Fashion removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.
The Ivy is a beautiful mid-calf boot on the Career Fashion wedge, featuring double zippers that fully unzip for easy slip on and off. Scrunched leather upper and patterned inner lining are eye-catching elements unique to this boot. Outfitted with the Career Fashion removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.

The Kris is Alegria’s classic tall boot, featuring two saddle buckle details. Full-length zipper along the inside makes it easy to slip on and off. Offered in rich, oily leather uppers, with a removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.

The Kylie is a rugged, menswear-inspired lace-up ankle boot. Constructed with supple leather upper and paired with a removable footbed made with soft polyurethane, cork and memory foam for a custom fit and superior support.

To warm up on a cold day, look no further than the suede Nanook mid-calf boot. Setting it apart are its three distinctive buttons on elastic loop closure. Easy pull on and off, with a removable footbed for a custom fit and superior support.
The Men’s Collection is a bold and distinctive line with precise attention to detail. With the unmistakable touch of European styling, Alegria by PG Lite® delivers fashion and class from casual to professional. Combined with our signature patented footbed, there is uncompromising comfort in every pair.

Oz
The Oz is a classic men’s slip-on shoe, with hand sewn leather upper and lining on the mild rocker outsole. This full coverage shoe with a removable footbed provides all day comfort and support. The Professional Collection features stain-resistant leather for easy maintenance and lab-tested slip-resistant outsole for assuring confidence on any surface.

Schuster
The Schuster is a versatile slip-on that features hand sewn leather upper and lining on the mild rocker outsole. The collapsible back heel allows this shoe to be worn two ways: either as a closed-back shoe, or an open back slide. The stain-resistant leather upper allows for easy maintenance, and the lab-tested slip-resistant outsole provides assuring confidence on any surface.

Chairman
The Chairman is Alegria’s take on a traditional men’s clog. This shoe features a swivel strap that can easily convert this open back clog into a sling-back shoe. Leather upper hand sewn onto the mild rocker outsole with a removable footbed made with soft polyurethane, cork and memory foam for a custom fit and superior support.
The Liam is a clean and simple lace-up oxford on the slip-resistant mild rocker outsole. Outfitted with a removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.

This high-top ankle boot features hand sewn leather upper and a removable footbed. Double elastic gores allow for easy slip on and off. Constructed on the mild rocker outsole for all day comfort and support.

This fashionable slip-on features eye-catching two-tone leather detailing on a sporty rubber outsole. Outfitted with a removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.

The Aaron is a youthful and versatile casual slip-on available in colorful suede or rich nappa leather. Double elastic gores on the vamp allow for easy slip on and off.

The Foxe is a classic slip-on with rich leather uppers. The flexible lightweight hexagon outsole delivers a sleek silhouette. Outfitted with a removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.
### Alex Collection

The Alex is a casual lace-up oxford on a sporty rubber outsole, accentuated with contrasting color blocks and outline stitches. Available in soft suede or rich nappa leather.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Style Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLACK NUBUCK</td>
<td>AM-ALE-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAWNY</td>
<td>AM-ALE-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK TUMBLED w/RED</td>
<td>AM-ALE-611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY SUEDE w/SAND</td>
<td>AM-ALE-613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Franklin Collection

The Franklin is Alegria’s take on a boat shoe styling. This shoe features two eyelet lace-up with a velvety suede upper on the ultra slim and flexible hexagon outsole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Style Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHOCO</td>
<td>AM-FRA-208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY</td>
<td>AM-FRA-313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bartlett Collection

A casual lace-up shoe on the lightweight hexagon outsole, the Bartlett is offered in two different waxy leather finishes. Outfitted with a removable footbed for medium and wide width fitting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Style Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLACK WAXY</td>
<td>AM-BAR-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK BROWN</td>
<td>AM-BAR-200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Packard Collection

A high top casual boot on a sporty rubber outsole. Selections include soft tumble leather or velvety colorful suede.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Style Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLACK TUMBLED</td>
<td>AM-PAC-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOCO NUBUCK</td>
<td>AM-PAC-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY SUEDE</td>
<td>AM-PAC-603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAUPE NUBUCK</td>
<td>AM-PAC-609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE SUEDE</td>
<td>AM-PAC-700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Jony Collection

The Jony is a sleek, sophisticated ankle boot. Equipped with double elastic gores and a back zipper for easy slip on and off. Constructed on the flexible lightweight hexagon outsole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Style Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLACK TUMBLED</td>
<td>AM-JON-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIFTED</td>
<td>AM-JON-170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOCO NUBUCK</td>
<td>AM-JON-200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jake Collection

The Jake is a classic lace-up ankle boot on the flexible lightweight hexagon outsole. Constructed with soft leather upper and lining, and with a removable footbed to allow for medium and wide width fitting.

BLACK NUBUCK | AM-JAK-200
CHOCO NUBUCK | AM-JAK-240

Martinique Collection

The Martinique is a popular fisherman-style sandal on the mild rocker outsole. The hand sewn leather upper is accented with contrast stitching, and finished with adjustable buckle hardware. Outfitted with a removable footbed for medium and wide width fitting.

BLACK TUMBLED | AM-MAR-100
BROWN TUMBLED | AM-MAR-200
CAFE NUBUCK | AM-MAR-202
TAUPE | AM-MAR-800